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Abstract

This study improved the antecedents of loyalty such as price sensitivity, shopping values (utilitarian values and hedonic values) and satisfaction in Pasar Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya. It consists of 145 respondents and the result tested by SEM. The result showed that price sensitivity has insignificant toward hedonic value. Shopping values are positively influencing satisfaction but utilitarian value plays a big role on this path. Moreover, the management should improve the necessity of customers to achieve shopping values, satisfaction and loyalty.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, most of the business research areas are more focusing on the online business and another modern market. However, traditional markets cannot be fully eliminated in terms of business. Schmidt (2003) has defined the three phases of market such as information gathering, trading and settlement. Information gathering is to create a list of possible buyers needs so the sellers can fulfilled it, trading is about exchange (payment, delivery, additional services).

Settlement is about the physical place to carry out the market transaction. Those proven that traditionally market are about finding the buyers needs, transactions and the physical place. Especially in Indonesia, traditional market has played an important role as marketing place in which people can buy food stuff and other daily goods (Tumbuan et al., 2006).

Based on Statistics Indonesia (2012), 23.4 million of people work in wholesale, retail, restaurant and hotel sectors. Containing more than 20% of people that rely on the wholesale that showed how important the traditional market in Indonesia. Thus, if it fails to compete with the hypermarkets, so the country will face the poverty (Yaningwati et al., 2012).

The study of Yaningwati et al. also prevail that some modern market (hypermarket) are grown up in Indonesia and although the government has a regulation to protect the traditional market, those hypermarkets are already grown significantly in Indonesia. In Surabaya as the second largest country in Indonesia shown that the government increases the number of traditional markets in several villages that successfully built seven traditional markets such as Jambangan, Nambangan, Sememei, Guning Anyar, Wiyung, Lakarsantri and Dukuh Menanggal (Santoso, 2012). Furthermore among those traditional market that exists in Surabaya, there are some problems of unfinished facilities such as Dukuh Menanggal marketplace or it is called Pasar Dukuh Menanggal. Due to the problems, the government would not make the marketplace extinct to an end. They put a lot of efforts to maintain Pasar Dukuh Menanggal.
The survival of Pasar Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya, it is not fully rely on the government itself. As the real entrepreneurs in retailers, the traders should maintain the customers. Li & Green (2011) stated that loyal customers provide firms a consistent source of revenue (repeat and increased purchases) and for cost reduction (less promotional expenses) that leads to increase profits. That is why the traders should test the customer loyalty in Pasar Dukuh Menanggal.

As many studies about loyalty, this study would like to wants to improve its antecedents. In terms of the shopping in the marketplace, the shopping values must be there in human’s perspective. The study of Hanzaee & Khonsari (2011) in some restaurants of Iranian people implied that the shopping values (hedonic and utilitarian value) can improve satisfaction, thus it will impact on behavioral intentions as one of the dimension of loyalty.

Previously, Irani & Hanzaee (2011) proven that customer buying tendencies influencing shopping values, and statistically influence satisfaction. Price sensitivity as one dimension of customer buying tendencies is related to characteristics of shoppers in Surabaya that is described how individual consumers react to price levels and changes in price levels (Irani & Hanzaee, 2011).

This research focusing on Pasar Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya to represent the traditional market of Surabaya to see the customer loyalty of urban areas that threatened by the unfinished facilities by the government. How big and how those variables’ interactions can be applied in Pasar Dukuh Menanggal that is seize to the bankruptcy would be further explain in this study. It aims to overcome the problems in this marketplace by seeing the loyalty and its antecedents.

THEORETICAL REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS

Price Sensitivity and Shopping Values

Price sensitivity derived or one of dimensions of consumers’ buying tendencies (Irani & Hanzaee, 2011). Price sensitivity is the extent to which consumers perceive and react to price levels and price changes (Goldsmith et al., 2005). According to Shankar et al. (2002) the higher the expected benefits of information search, the lower are the price sensitivity. The higher the cost of searching for price information, the lower is the price sensitivity. The higher the cost of searching for non-price information, the higher is the price sensitivity. It is also one dimension of consumers’ buying tendencies which is related to the shopping values containing hedonic and utilitarian value (Irani and Hanzaee, 2011). Thus, shopping value is about evaluation subject after one has interaction experience with the activities, and it is a key outcome in a general model of consumption experiences (Babin et al., 1994).

Hence, Goldsmith & Newell (1997) stated that a consumer with higher level of price sensitivity will manifest much less demand as price goes up (or higher demand as price goes down), and consumers low in price sensitivity will not react as strongly to a price change. They also stated that the importance of price sensitivity is related to the new buyers and late buyers; for new buyers it is important to assess demand in the introduction stage in the Product Life Cycle (PLC). For late buyers it is important to how those consumers will move on from the growth stage into the maturity stage. It is concluded that price sensitivity is important in the perspective of new buyers (e.g. innovators) and late buyers (laggards), in its relation with PLC in the marketplace. Price sensitivity also has a relation with shopping values (Irani & Hanzaee, 2011).

Shopping value is an evaluation subject after one has an interaction experience with the activities and a key outcome in a general model of consumption experiences (Barbin et al., 1994).

Wu et al. (2009) stated that the utilitarian value indicates benefits related to functionality, tool and reality provided to customers during consumption. So, utilitarian value based on fulfilling a basic need and purchased and consumed for fulfilling consumers basic and functional needs. In selection and decision making for utilitarian product, consumers followed utility and function maximizing approach (Sen & Lerman, 2007). In contrary, hedonic values are related to emotional needs of individuals for enjoyable and interesting shopping experiences (Bhatnagar & Ghosh, 2004). Thus, Dahar & Wertenbroch (2000) stated that hedonic products have three characteristic, namely: feelings, fantasy, and fun.

Fantasy includes all aspects of experience-oriented cognition. Feelings are concerned with different types of affective reactions. Fun, in general involves a recreational behavioral desire. It is possible that acquired enjoyment from hedonic products is experienced in a cognitive, emotional, or behavioral manner. Here it means that utilitarian values are related to the non emotional value and hedonic values are about the emotional things inside of human body.

Price sensitive consumers obtain higher levels of utilitarian and hedonic value (Irani & Hanzaee, 2011). When the product performance and function fit the user needs, utilitarian value had a negative
relationship with price sensitivity. However, the negative degree may be lesser than that of hedonic value (Wong et al., 2011). Furthermore, Jin & Kim (2003) found that hedonic and recreational shoppers exhibited high price sensitivity by hunting bargains and using coupons. It is similar to the study by Arnold & Reynolds (2003) noted a positive relationship between bargain perception and hedonic shopping value. From those explanations it posed the hypothesis as follows:

H1: Price Sensitivity is significantly influence on utilitarian value

H2: Price Sensitivity is significantly influence on hedonic value

**Shopping Values and Satisfaction**

According to Cottet et al. (2006), there is a positive relationship between shopping values and satisfaction. This value increases as the consumer obtains the product more effortlessly (Barbin, Darden & Griffin, 1994). In general, consumers perceived utilitarian value by acquiring the product that necessitated the shopping trip (Irani & Hanzae, 2011). Thus, a consumer receives utilitarian shopping value when he or she obtains the needed product. The more customers pursue utilitarian value, the more likely the customers seek various options in the place (shopping centre) of choice to satisfy the customers’ desired value. Hence, it could be concluded that the more the shoppers obtain the necessities in the shopping trip, those shoppers will actually satisfied.

Previous studies of Cai & Xu (2006) and Irani & Hanzae (2011) confirmed the positive relationship between hedonic value and satisfaction in consumer behavior literature. Hedonic value reflected the individuals’ evaluation of the entertainment and experiential worth of the shopping trip (Eroglu et al., 2004). Abstract characteristics of goods and services contributed to affective elements in shopping, and are closely related to hedonic value (Cottet et al., 2006). Thus, it is concluded that when the customers obtain experience, pleasure, adventure that is worth in the marketplace, then he or she will satisfy with the shopping trip. From those explanations, thus the next hypothesis could be formulated as follows:

H3: Utilitarian value is significantly influence on shoppers’ satisfaction

H4: Hedonic value is significantly influence on shoppers’ satisfaction

**Satisfaction and Loyalty**

The concept of satisfaction of the shoppers is derived from the general concept of customer satisfaction. This concept commonly used as a marketing benchmark of a company’s performance (Bennett & Rundle-Thiele, 2004). Furthermore, it is generally believed that a satisfied customer is more likely to display loyalty behavior through repeat purchase and willingness to give positive word of mouth (Schultz, 2005). Krishnan et al. (1999) gives some instance of how the satisfaction works. Krishnan’s study concluded that where the products are intangible and are sampled only rarely, the services accompanying the product will often form the main determinant of overall customer satisfaction. It is similar to the study of Bolton & Drew (1991) that argued that customer satisfaction is a post-purchase evaluation of a service offering. In conclusions, much study proven the importance of satisfaction in creating firm’s performance including high level of loyalty.

Kotler & Armstrong (2010) stated that the key to building lasting customer relationships is to create superior customer value and satisfaction. Many studies and literatures stated that customer satisfaction is one of the determinants of customer loyalty, driving force in sales growth, sales and a strong multi-channel strategy where each channel is optimized to meet customers’ needs (Flint et al., 2008; Foresee Results, 2005; Kotler & Armstrong, 2010; Shankar et al., 2002; Yang & Peterson, 2004). Loyal customers would purchase from the firm over an extended time (Evans & Berman, 1997). Guiltinan et al. (1997) said that satisfied customers are more likely to be repeat (and even become loyal) customers. Those explanations posed the last hypothesis as follows:

H5: Consumers’ satisfaction is significantly influence on shoppers’ loyalty.

**RESEARCH METHODS**

In order to the hypothesizes propose, this study was conducted a cross-sectional survey and collected primary data by questionnaire distributions to the consumers’ in Pasar Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya Indonesia. Sekaran, (2005) stated that sampling is the procedure of selecting an adequate number of elements from the population, so that a study of the sample and an understanding of its properties or characteristics would make it for us to simplify such properties. Thus, Sekaran (2005) also confirmed that there are two types of sampling such as probability and non probability. The fundamentals in the population have some known chance or probability of being selected as sample subjects in probability sampling. Meanwhile, the elements do not have a known pre-determined chance of being selected as subject in non probability sampling. This study
included non-probability sampling design because the researchers did not find clearly numbers of shoppers in Pasar Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya. Hence, Sekaran & Bougie (2010) also stated that one of the types of non-probability sampling that provide information from the specific target of people is called purposive sampling. This study applied those sampling designs to collect some information to the specific target according to the specific requirement of the researchers. One of the fundamental requirements of the target respondents such as the candidate of respondents must be the citizen that live near the marketplace and already repeated visitors of the marketplace in order to make sure the shoppers loyalty.

The questionnaires were distributed to 200 consumers using purposive sample techniques across the spots surround on the marketplace and. All of the respondents are the citizen of Surabaya Indonesia and live near the marketplace. After the distributions, it returned for 145 questionnaires which contained 72.5% in response rate. Approximately, the time periods of distributing questionnaires were five weeks during September to October 2012. The samples characteristics would be seen in Table 1. Furthermore, this study uses Structural Equation Model (SEM) with maximum likelihood as the sample techniques.

This study consists of some latent variables such as price sensitivity, shopping values (hedonic and utilitarian value), satisfaction, and loyalty. The items or the observed variables of Price sensitivity, shopping values and satisfactions derived from Irani & Hanzae (2011) with modifications and confirmed to be valid (λ > 0.5). Thus, consumers’ loyalty derived from Bloemer & Ruyter (1998) that also to be confirmed as the valid measurement (λ > 0.5).

The measurement result could be seen further in Table 2. Each of the items of the questionnaires was designed using a 6-point Likert Scale noted by “strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (6).

**FINDINGS**

The proposed model consists of one exogenous variable (price sensitivity) and four endogenous variables (utilitarian value, hedonic value, satisfaction, and loyalty). Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) with Lisrel 8.80 was used to analyze the data and parameters were estimated using maximum likelihood method. Following Confirmatory Factor Analyses (CFA) and the structural models were tested.

Before testing the structural model or hypothesis testing, the study is tested CFA through Table 2. It convinced that the entire measurement model are valid and truly measuring the latent variables. Table 2 shows the items has loading factor that greater than 0.5 (Hair et al., 2010). Thus, the structural model can be tested further in Figure 1. It shows the t-values of the relationships and the t-values of the items.

Thus, Figure 2 shows the path coefficient of the interactions between variables. Figure 1 and Figure 2 also contains the goodness of fit (GOF) at the bottom. It concludes that the goodness of fit such as Chi square = 203.71, degree of freedom = 184, p-value = 0.15, and RMSEA = 0.027 which are consisting a good fit of the assessment of GOF in the structural model (Hair et al., 2010).

The hypothesis testing would be tested by seeing the t-values that should be greater than 2 to convince the hypothesis accepted at 5% level (Hair et al., 2010). From the result in the Figure 1 and Figure 2 it concludes that price sensitivity is positive and significantly influencing utilitarian value (t-value = 5.28, p = 0.000), but price sensitive is not significantly effect on hedonic value (t-value = 1.42, p = 0.15). It is proven the hypothesis 2 is rejected.

Therefore, the hypothesis 3 is confirmed throughout the t-values which is greater than 2 (Hair et al., 2010) such as 2.97 and path coefficient or β = 0.287. So, the utilitarian value is positive and significantly effect on satisfaction. Thus, Hypothesis 4 is also accepted by the t-values of 2.68 and β = 0.23, so the hedonic value is significantly effect on satisfaction. The figures also confirmed that hypothesis 5 is accepted by the t-values that is 7.46, and β = 0.822. It means that satisfaction is positive and significantly determines loyalty in Pasar Dukuh Menanggal. Beside the figures, Lisrel 8.8 had shown the structural equations in the Table 3 to shows up the

**Table 1. Sample Characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Sample Composition</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>11.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>88.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td>Housewives</td>
<td>67.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Entrepreneur</td>
<td>8.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>4.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Employment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Students</td>
<td>19.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Monthly Income</td>
<td>&lt; 1 million (Rp)</td>
<td>2.47 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-2 million (Rp)</td>
<td>76.980%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-3 million (Rp)</td>
<td>12.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;3 million (Rp)</td>
<td>7.84 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Frequencies of visiting</td>
<td>1-2 times a week</td>
<td>29.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-3 times a week</td>
<td>46.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Everyday</td>
<td>23.43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data Processed (2013)
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From Table 3, it concludes that 69.7%...
price sensitivity explained utilitarian value, and 0.116% explained hedonic value. Thus utilitarian and hedonic value only explained 15.1% of satisfaction that predicted to be low variance. Then, satisfaction explained 67.5% of loyalty that confirmed moderate variance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Std Loading</th>
<th>T-Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price Sensitivity</td>
<td>I am less willing to buy a new product that I needed in Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya if I think that it will be high in price (ps1)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>8.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There is a great new product in Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya that is worth paying a lot of money for. (ps2)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>8.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In general, the price or cost of buying a new product in Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal is important to me (ps3)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>10.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilitarian Value</td>
<td>The shopping in Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya was economical (uv1)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This shopping trip in Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya was convenience (uv2)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>9.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall, the product that have been delivered by Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya was in quality. (uv3)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>8.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedonic Value</td>
<td>I continued to shop in Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya, not because I had to, but because I wanted to (hv1)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compared to other things I could have done, the time spent shopping in Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya was truly enjoyable (hv2)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>10.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I enjoyed being immersed in exciting new products in Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya (hv3)</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>9.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I enjoyed this shopping trip for its own sake, not just for the items I may have purchased in Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya. (hv4)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>10.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>During the trip, I felt the excitement of the hunt in Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya. (hv5)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>10.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>While shopping in Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya, I was able to forget my problems (hv6)</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>9.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>While shopping in Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya, I felt a sense of adventure (hv7)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The shopping trip in Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya was a very nice time out (hv8)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>10.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>Overall, I am satisfied with Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya. (ss1)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I am pleased with the outcome of that shopping trip in Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya. (ss2)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>8.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall, I am satisfied with the outcome of that shopping trip in Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya. (ss3)</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>8.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loyalty</td>
<td>I recommend to my friend to shop in Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya. (sl1)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I will visit Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya again (sl2)</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>11.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I prefer Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya above others when I want to shop (sl3)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>10.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I intend to continue to shop in Pasar Tradisional Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya (sl4)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>10.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ps1, uv1, hv1, ss1, sl1 are reference variables
DISCUSSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The result of this study presents an important insight of the loyalty of shoppers in traditional market of Surabaya, Indonesia especially in Pasar Dukuh Menanggal that threatened to be closed. In general it means that the presence of this marketplace is important toward the society around. Thus as the suggestions, government of Surabaya should consider about to defense the economic activities in Pasar Dukuh Menanggal.

Furthermore, this result also revealed some conclusion and suggestions toward the management of Pasar Dukuh Menanggal such as the loyalty of the shoppers in Pasar Dukuh Menanggal is derived from some antecedents including satisfaction, hedonic and utilitarian values and price sensitivity. However, form the result it concludes that the exact path of shoppers’ point of view is that they felt themselves highly response to the price or it is called high price sensitivity in determining utilitarian value thus from them the shoppers’ satisfied and became loyal to that marketplace. Form the explanation, hedonic value is removed due to the insignificant effect of price sensitivity toward hedonic value (t value = 1.42). The result of the insignificant effect is rejected the previous research of Irani & Hanzae (2011); Jin & Kim (2003) about the significant effect of price sensitivity toward hedonic value that related to the bargaining power in the marketplace. That result also related to the very low variance which is 0.01% in explaining hedonic value, so the price sensitivity cannot manipulated hedonic value. It concluded that in Pasar Dukuh Menanggal, the bargaining activities are tend to be lower to compare with other traditional marketplace. It means that the management of that marketplace should consider about making the new rule so that shoppers could be bargain in Pasar Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya. However, the hedonic value is not depends on the “bargaining activities”; it should be a lot of things inside. It is proven that the customers felt satisfied because of hedonic value. Even though the path coefficient showed that relationship’s still lower than utilitarian value toward satisfaction, it could be concluded there is emotional reaction in Pasar Dukuh Menanggal that makes them satisfied. It is related to the findings of Cottet et al. (2006) that posited positive effect of hedonic value toward satisfaction. Due to this result, the management of the marketplace in Dukuh Menanggal should increase the hedonic value. For instance the management should give neat spots and good looking traders, provide convenience place and interesting product variations in the marketplace in order to build the emotional perspective of the shoppers.

The positive relationship between price sensitivity and utilitarian value is related to the study of Tauber (1972) that stated consumers who sensitive to the price are rational and logical problem solvers emphasizing utilitarian shopping value. It is also predicted to be positive due to the high level of variance that contain 67.9% in explaining utilitarian values that described the effect is statistically strong in this case. This study reveals the understanding of the more the shoppers in Pasar Dukuh Menanggal which are sensitive to the price will feel the functional need in this marketplace is fulfilled. It is also related to the respondents which tend to be in low income. So, it means when the shoppers which are low income sensitive to the price, but the marketplace can provide them “the needs” that they can fulfilled. Through the result the managerial implication revealed that the management should maintain the flow of the supply chain for traders so their needs could be fulfilled. This result also reflected the finding that reveals utilitarian value positive and significantly effect shopper’s satisfaction. Or in other words, if the management could be fulfilled the supply chain very well, and then the stock will be satisfying traders and automatically the traders. This result confirmed the previous studies (Cai & Xu, 2006; Gallarza & Gil Saura, 2006; Irani & Hanzae, 2011; Jones, Reynolds & Arnold, 2006).

Both shopping values (utilitarian and hedonic values) are positively and significant effect on satisfaction that related to Cottet et al. (2006). It means that increasing consumers’ shopping satisf-

Table 3 The Structural Equations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UTV</td>
<td>0.835*PSEN</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>8.329</td>
<td>0.697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.100)</td>
<td>(0.0977)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDV</td>
<td>0.109*PSEN</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>1.142</td>
<td>0.0118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0951)</td>
<td>(0.182)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT</td>
<td>0.287<em>UTV + 0.238</em>HDV</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>2.966</td>
<td>0.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0966)</td>
<td>(0.0909)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.194)</td>
<td>4.376</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOY</td>
<td>0.822*SAT</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>7.462</td>
<td>0.675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.110)</td>
<td>(0.0775)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.193</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:

- PSEN  = Price Sensitivity
- UTV   = Utilitarian Value
- HDV   = Hedonic Value
- SAT   = Satisfaction
- LOY   = Loyalty

Note:

- PSEN  = Price Sensitivity
- UTV   = Utilitarian Value
- HDV   = Hedonic Value
- SAT   = Satisfaction
- LOY   = Loyalty
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faction could be manipulated by enhancing consumers’ utilitarian and hedonic shopping value (Irani & Hanzae, 2011), even the variance is low (11.8% in explaining satisfaction). However, this study reveals that utilitarian values are more to affect satisfaction compare to hedonic values. So, even though hedonic values can manipulate satisfaction, but in this case utilitarian has a greater influenced.

This study again confirmed so many studies about satisfaction influenced loyalty. Many studies and literatures stated that customer satisfaction is one of the determinants of customer loyalty, driving force in sales growth, sales and a strong multi-channel strategy where each channel is optimized to meet customers’ needs (Flint, et al, 2008; Foresee Results, 2005; Kotler & Armstrong, 2010; Silvestro & Low, 2006; Shankar, et al. 2002; Yang & Peterson, 2004).

It could be concluded also the the high variance of satisfaction influencing loyalty such as 67.5% in explaining loyalty. This means if the shoppers’ satisfied through hedonic and utilitarian value, it will positively effect on loyalty. Or in other words, satisfaction is the determinant of loyalty in Pasar Dukuh Menanggal. The management should provide lower price, more on fulfilling the need of shoppers (rice, vegetables, foods, and other basic needs), convenience place to shop to increase loyalty in Pasar Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This study includes some limitations. Firstly, this study contains the limit number of shoppers to be determined. The result only contains 145 shoppers which is very low number to be generalized. Even though, it’s already fulfilled the maximum likelihood procedures, however, it needs improvement in the number of respondents to be confident to generalize.

Secondly, this study only in one traditional marketplace such as Pasar Dukuh Menanggal with non probability sampling design. As stated earlier, this study used non probability sampling with purposive sampling that the elements cannot be confidently generalized to the population (Sekaran & Bougie, 2010). This means that the study result of using purposive sampling can only applied in the specific respondents in Pasar Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya. Moreover the further study needs to be improved such as using probability sampling to be confident to generalize in Surabaya. Thus, it is also suggested to use several brand names of traditional marketplaces in Surabaya to make easy to generalize the phenomenon of surviving and loyalty of traditional market. However this case study is quite interesting while the fact is this marketplace is threatened to be closed by the government but reveals some implications to its management to maintain loyalty in Pasar Dukuh Menanggal Surabaya.

Lastly, this study only tested one consumer buying tendency such as price sensitivity that must be added in the future studies such as compulsive buying tendencies, variety seeking buying tendencies, and impulsive buying tendencies.
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